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There is several characters on this image - and being as it's a large size some will appear small
when done - It has hulk, spiderman, wolverine, Luke Cage, Iron Man, Galactus, Giant man (ant-man)
each one has to be rendered, once I apply the sections I can't really re-do them so doing an image
like you suggest means doing the entire image, then going back starting over and doing it the other
way
Or even character by character it's not a simple matter of redoing it - it's starting over

I use Photoshop though the basics I used to do in MS paint, and Paintshop (that was years ago)
Also I may use several template images not one so opinions help even the 2nd image will be redone
because I straightened and smoothed some of the art

plus I cannot do these all at once due to arm damage so I do them bits and pieces

None of this is excuses trying to explain why doing a "whole image" without opinions takes too long

Hulk is the hardest character for me to do - most of my art tries on him appeared horrible that will
probably be last, and after I study some anatomy images for light suggestions

By the way I do these in 200 dpi and this is double page spread size

Oh before you ask - doing 200 dpi as double layer on a laptop as i'm doing would work If I had a
more powerful cpu and memory capacity - I don't so I do with what I can so that's out
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